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Preamble
The earliest written work on the subject of Architecture dates back to 1st Century, explored by Vitruvius in his work entitled “De architecture”. Defining Architecture and teaching Architecture to the interested students are two diverse domains. An effort will be made in this workshop to bridge the gap between architecture as a profession and architecture as subject of study. Studying about architecture may not lead to becoming a skilled architect. To this very problem, the Architectural Design which is focal subject to becoming architects needs a clear strategy and pedagogy to enthuse students to experiment and try allowed paths. These paths followed by different schools of thought are discussed and made into achievable progress in Architectural Design teaching.
Workshop is dedicated to be of practical approach and relevant complexity in teaching skills needed to achieve the outcomes of syllabus. Most of syllabus deals with simple tasks and leading to complexities in teaching skills needed to achieve the outcomes of syllabus. Most of syllabus deals with simple tasks and leading to complexities in analysis and synthesis in design.
Workshop focusses on how to frame problems in increasing complexity over the years of Architectural Teaching.

Course Overview
The training Program intends to explore Architectural Pedagogy with the following sessions:
- Design Communications: Basic Design
- Architectural Drawings: Presentation and Expressions
- Introduction of Services Estimation and Costing, Site Planning and Landscape
- Integration of Services HVAC Planning and Campus Plans
- Architectural Thesis Portfolio and Internship

REGISTRATION PROCESS
Teachers/Architects who wish to register for the training program either under Collaborative Training Program (CTP) or as independent indiviuva may do so by filling up the attached Google form.

Registration fees (Independent individual registration):
- Rs. 10,000/- (inclusive of delegate kit, course material and lunch+site visits if scheduled)
- Rs. 15,000/- (inclusive of delegate kit, course material, accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast, lunch & dinner+site visits if scheduled)

Only in case nominated teachers registered for this program under CTP, require provision of accommodation, the facility of accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast and dinner for five days can be availed of by payment of Rs. 5,000/- per head by online payment bank challan.

Kindly mail back scanned images of the proof of payment together with application form duly authenticated by HOD/Principal on
ttpcoatr.c.pune@gmail.com, directorcoatr@gmail.com and gspagopalancolleges.com

Link for Application Form: http://goo.gl/forms/WAw12nJKpVKBDGHP1
Payment link for online Payment/Bank Challan: https://www.onlinesbi.com/sbi/collect/icollethome.htm?corpID=872531

Note: Registration with/out accommodation shall be confirmed on receipt of payment towards the accommodation/registration.

Kindly send the hard copy of registration form and receipt of online payment/bank challan (as applicable) on the following address for confirmation of participation:
Prof. Jayashree Deshpande Director
Council of Architecture Training & Research Centre (COA-TRC),
Academic Wing of Council of Architecture
2nd Floor, A-4 (B), Abhimanshee, Off Pashan Road,
Pune – 411008, Maharashtra, India
Ph. No.: 09-9764 000 352

Last Date for Registration is 11th of September 2019

ORGANISED BY:
GOPALAN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
Basavanna Nagar, Main Road
Hoodi Bangaluru, Karnataka-560048
Phone(080) 4090 3441
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